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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses the control challenges of a parallel 

evaporator organic Rankine cycle (ORC) waste heat recovery 

(WHR) system for a diesel engine. A nonlinear model predictive 

control (NMPC) is proposed to regulate the mixed working fluid 

outlet temperature of both evaporators, ensuring efficient and 

safe ORC system operation. The NMPC is designed using a 

reduced order control model of the moving boundary heat 

exchanger system. In the NMPC formulation, the temperature 

difference between evaporator outlets is penalized so that the 

mixed temperature can be controlled smoothly without 

exceeding maximum or minimum working fluid temperature 

limits in either evaporator. The NMPC performance is 

demonstrated in simulation over an experimentally validated, 

high fidelity, physics based ORC plant model. NMPC 

performance is further validated through comparison with a 

classical PID control for selected high load and low load engine 

operating conditions. Compared to PID control, NMPC provides 

significantly improved performance in terms of control response 

time, overshoot, and temperature regulation.   
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the recent years, waste heat recovery (WHR) technology 

has been explored to meet stringent emission reduction 

regulations and reduce fuel consumption [1]. WHR technology 

is particularly applicable to heavy duty vehicles, owing to their 

utilization with long-haul drive cycles. As a result, a significant 

volume of research has been aimed at WHR application on heavy 

duty trucks [2]-[8]. These  studies have obtained varying degrees 

of success: Cummins reported the ORC-WHR system achieved 

3.6% absolute brake thermal efficiency (BTE) improvement for 

the on-road tractor-trailer fleet by using both EGR and exhaust 

gas streams as heat sources [2]. Daimler achieved 2% absolute 

BTE improvement for on-road tractor-trailer fleet using exhaust 

gas, radiator and charge air as heat sources [2]. Based on a 12 L 

heavy duty diesel engine, Bosch experimentally obtained 2.1kW, 

5.3kW and 9.0kW turbine generated power from B25, B50, and 

B75 engine operating conditions, respectively [8]. 

Among the existing WHR technologies, ORC has become the 

most popular in the heavy duty sector due to its relative cost 

effectiveness and ease of adaptability for low temperature heat 

sources [9-12]. Current ORC systems recover energy from 

engine exhaust in the form of mechanical power, which can be 

either transferred to the engine drivetrain directly or converted to 

electricity through an electric generator. However, efficient and 

safe operation of ORC system is limited by the highly transient 

nature of the heat source (engine exhaust), which depends on 

driving conditions. Optimal operation is only possible in a very 

narrow range of working fluid evaporating pressure and 

temperature. The maximum applicable operating temperature is 

constrained by dissociation and degradation of the working fluid 

while the lower constraint is fixed by condensation of working 
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fluid in the expansion device. Thus, a precise control system 

design is crucial for optimal ORC system operation.    

Some work has addressed the ORC system control challenge 

[13-19]. Most of the published control design works are 

dedicated to single evaporator based ORC systems [13, 14, 16-

19], while little has been published on ORC control for parallel 

evaporator designs [15]. Single evaporator based ORC systems 

are typically utilize tail pipe (TP) exhaust gas as the sole heat 

source. For parallel evaporator designs, exhaust gases from the 

tail pipe and exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) loop are commonly 

utilized to maximize the energy recovered from engine exhaust.  

Parallel boiler ORC systems pose additional control design 

challenges because it requires a coordinated effort to split flow 

through each evaporators. The primary actuator for evaporator 

outlet temperature control is the working fluid pump speed, 

which adjusts the working fluid mass flow rate. For parallel 

boiler configurations which utilize a single pump, coordinated 

actuation of both evaporators for mixed evaporator outlet 

working fluid temperature control is not trivial. In [15], separate 

actuators (bypass valves) are considered for each evaporator 

which independently return working fluid to the reservoir.  This 

ORC system is relatively simple to control compared to one 

actuated by only single pump, which is the case considered in the 

current paper.  

In addition to the need for coordinated actuation, coupling of 

strongly nonlinear system dynamics and the distinctly different 

time constants of two parallel evaporators (TP/EGR) make 

control of the mixed working fluid evaporator outlet temperature 

a difficult problem. In this regard, a conventional control 

approach like PID may not provide satisfactory performance 

over a wide range of engine operating conditions. For such a 

challenging control problem, model predictive control (MPC) is 

a potential candidate since it handles multivariable problems 

naturally and can reject any measurable disturbance ahead of 

time. A linear MPC based on a switching linear model has been 

proven applicable for ORC control over highly transient engine 

operating conditions [15].  

In this paper, we consider a nonlinear model predictive 

control (NMPC) based on a reduced order nonlinear moving 

boundary heat exchanger model to regulate the mixed evaporator 

outlet temperature. In the NMPC formulation, three different 

control strategies for splitting the working fluid mass flow 

through the parallel evaporators are considered. The NMPC 

formulation is limited to the evaporator temperature control, 

where satisfactory performance is difficult to obtain with 

conventional approaches.  For evaporator outlet pressure control, 

one can consider a separate PID loop to reduce the computation 

burden of NMPC. Due to faster dynamics of the pressure, its 

control is decoupled from temperature control. The effectiveness 

of the proposed control scheme is illustrated over an 

experimentally validated, high fidelity, physics-based ORC plant 

model.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 

II presents the system description of parallel evaporator ORC 

system. Section III presents the heat exchanger models including 

both the finite volume model (FVM) of the physics based plant 

model and the reduced order control model or moving boundary 

model (MBM). Section IV discusses the NMPC problem 

formulation including the control strategy for coordinated 

actuation of both boilers (TP/EGR). Section V provides 

demonstrative simulation results and discussions. Conclusions 

are then presented in Section VI.  

NOMENCLATURE 

𝐴    Area [𝑚2] 

𝜌    Density [𝑘𝑔/𝑚3] 

�̇�   Mass flow rate [𝑘𝑔/𝑠] 

𝑧    Spatial position in axial direction [𝑚] 

ℎ    Enthalpy [𝐽/𝑘𝑔] 

𝑝    Pressure [𝑃𝑎] 

𝐷   Diameter [𝑚] 

𝑈   Heat transfer coefficient [𝐽/(𝑚2 ∙ 𝐾)] 

𝑐𝑝  Isobaric specific heat capacity [𝐽/(𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝐾)] 

𝑉   Volume [𝑚3] 

T    Temperature [K] 

 

II. SYSTEM DESCREPTION 
The ORC system schematic is shown in Fig. 1. The main 

components include:  a high pressure pump, tail pipe and EGR 

evaporators, a turbine expander and a condenser. The system also 

contains auxiliary components such as an expansion tank after 

the condenser, a low pressure feed pump before the high pressure 

pump, two working fluid mass flow distribution valves, a turbine 

inlet valve and a turbine bypass valve.  

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of ORC system for WHR  

This ORC system is coupled with a 13L heavy duty diesel 

engine by connecting the evaporators to the tailpipe (TP) and 

EGR circuits. A TP evaporator bypass valve is installed in the 

ORC system to prevent overheating and subsequent degradation 

of working fluid during high load engine operation. The EGR 

evaporator in the ORC system replaces the stock EGR 

intercooler from the engine assembly. Ethanol serves as the 
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working fluid because of its favorable physical characteristics 

and environmental friendliness. 

Liquid ethanol from expansion tank is pumped through the 

parallel evaporators where it undergoes evaporation by 

absorbing heat from engine exhaust gas. Ethanol vapor from 

both evaporators is mixed before passing through a turbine 

expander to generate mechanical power that drives electrical 

generator. Finally, after passing through the turbine, the ethanol 

vapor is condensed back to liquid state in the condenser. A 

turbine inlet valve and a turbine bypass valve work together to 

ensure safe turbine expander operation away from the two phase 

dome and smooth start/stop. The turbine bypass valve also 

regulates the evaporator outlet pressure.   

 

III. ORC SYSTEM MODELING  
To facilitate the control design, a physics based model is 

developed for the key ORC system components. In this regard, 

the heat transfer between working fluid and exhaust gas inside 

the evaporator is modeled based on conservation of mass and 

energy balance.  The heat exchanger model assumes helical coil 

construction where the flow between hot gas and working fluid 

is separated by wall.  As a result, the energy balance is 

considered in three separate media: working fluid, wall and 

exhaust gas. In addition, mass balance is considered for working 

fluid only to simulate the flow rate as ethanol undergoes the 

phase change phenomenon. To simplify the heat exchanger 

model, the following two assumptions are made: 1) the heat 

conduction in axial direction of the evaporator is neglected for 

all media (working fluid, exhaust gas and wall); 2) vapor inside 

heat exchanger is assumed to be incompressible. For an extended 

discussion and other modeling considerations, one can refer to 

[7]. The following coupled, 1-D partial differential equations 

(PDE) along the working fluid flow direction (z-axis) summarize 

the evaporator model:  

 

𝐴𝑓
𝜕𝜌𝑓

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕�̇�𝑓

𝜕𝑧
= 0  

(1a) 

𝜌𝑓𝑉𝑓
𝜕ℎ𝑓

𝜕𝑡
= −�̇�𝑓𝐿

𝜕ℎ𝑓

𝜕𝑧
+ 𝐴𝑓𝑈𝑓(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑓)  

(1b) 

𝜌𝑔𝐶𝑝𝑔𝑉𝑔
𝜕𝑇𝑔

𝜕𝑡
= �̇�𝑔𝐶𝑝𝑔𝐿

𝜕𝑇𝑔

𝜕𝑧
+ 𝐴𝑔𝑈𝑔(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑔)  

(1c) 

𝜌𝑤𝐶𝑝𝑤𝑉𝑤
𝜕𝑇𝑤

𝜕𝑡
= −𝐴𝑓𝑈𝑓(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑓) − 𝐴𝑔𝑈𝑔(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑔)  (1d) 

 

where 𝜌, 𝑐𝑝 and 𝑉 are the density, specific heat capacity and 

volume occupied by a given media, respectively; 𝑇 is 

temperature; ℎ is enthalpy; 𝐴 is area; �̇� is mass flow rate; and 𝑈 

is heat transfer coefficient. The subscripts 𝑓, 𝑔 and 𝑤 represent 

working fluid, exhaust gas and wall, respectively; 𝐿 is the heat 

exchanger total length.  

For the exhaust gas energy balance in (1c), a change is made 

from [7] . For numerical tractability, the exhaust gas enthalpy is 

approximated by ℎ𝑔 = 𝐶𝑝𝑔𝑇𝑔. The density and specific heat 

capacity of exhaust gas are considered constant while working 

fluid density changes as a function enthalpy. Pressure dynamics 

are derived from modeling the compressible working fluid vapor 

in the pipes between the evaporators, the turbine inlet valve and 

the turbine bypass valve.  The same conservation principles are 

applied to this compressible vapor volume.  In this study, we 

limit the ORC component modeling discussion to the 

evaporators only. For a description of the remaining component 

models, as well as experimental model validation, one can 

consult [7].     

For simulation studies, the finite volume discretization 

technique is used to convert the infinite dimensional problem of 

the coupled PDEs in (1) into a finite dimensional problem of 

ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Such a direct spatial 

PDE discretization returns large ODE systems that are not 

readily applicable for control and estimation purposes. For 

control design, we consider a 3-cell discretization using a 

moving boundary (MB) approach. The main idea with MB is to 

dynamically track the lengths of the different working fluid 

phases (liquid, two-phase and vapor) along the evaporator while 

applying the same governing differential equations in (1) to each 

region using control volumes [20]. A schematic of the MB 

models discretization is shown in Fig.2.  

 

 
Figure 2. Moving boundary discretization schematic of the evaporator 

Assuming homogenous thermodynamic properties along 

each control volume, lumped differential equations are derived 

by integrating the mass and energy conservation equations for 

each control volume. Following the derivation procedure 

detailed in [20], a sixth order ODE system is derived. Dynamics 

in the exhaust gas are neglected due to their fast transient 

characteristics. The system of differential equations are 

summarized below: 

 

Liquid region: 

Phase length dynamics in liquid phase (𝐿1): 
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(2a) 

Wall temperature dynamics (�̅�𝑤,1): 
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(2b) 
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Two-phase region: 

Phase length dynamics in liquid phase (𝐿2): 
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(3a) 

Wall temperature dynamics (�̅�𝑤,2): 
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(3b) 

Vapor region: 

Evaporator outlet enthalpy dynamics (ℎ𝑓,𝑜𝑢𝑡): 
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(4a) 

Wall temperature dynamics (�̅�𝑤,3): 
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(4b) 

where 𝐿3 = 𝐿 − (𝐿1 + 𝐿2), 𝐿 is total length of the evaporator; 

𝑑𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 and 𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑞𝑣  are the hydraulic diameters of  heat 

exchangers on the working fluid side and exhaust gas side, 

respectively; 𝑚𝐻𝑇𝐶 is a multiplier to enhance gas side heat 

transfer coefficient and 𝜂 is a multiplier that account for heat loss 

between gas side and the ambient. The subscripts 𝑙 and 𝑣 refer 

to saturated liquid and saturated vapor states, respectively; the 

subscript 𝑖 = 1,2, 3 stands for liquid, two-phase and vapor 

regions, respectively.  

  The exhaust gas temperature evolution is predicted by the 

following algebraic equations: 

 

 1 , ,1 ,2 ,3 ,

,1

1 ,

2 2tube g w w g pg g g g in

g

g pg tube g w

d LU T m C T T T
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m C d LU
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tube g w w g pg g in

g

g pg tube g w

d L U T m C T
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m C d L U





  


  
(5c) 

Remark I: The moving boundary model summarized in (2-

5) assumes the co-existence of all three phases of working fluid 

along the evaporator.  

Remark II: The heat exchanger model described above can 

be adapted for both evaporators (TP and EGR). 

For control formulation purposes, the resulting differential 

and algebraic equations in (2-5) can be written in the standard 

nonlinear state space form: 

{
�̇� = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑤, 𝑢)

0 = 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑧, 𝑤)
  

(6) 

where 𝑥 = [𝐿1, �̅�𝑤,1, 𝐿2, �̅�𝑤,2, ℎ̅𝑓,𝑜𝑢𝑡 , �̅�𝑤,3]
𝑇
 is a state vector; 

𝑧 = [�̅�𝑔,1, �̅�𝑔,2, �̅�𝑔,3]
𝑇
is algebraic state vector; 𝑢 = �̇�𝑓,𝑖𝑛 is a 

control input; 𝑤 = [�̇�𝑔, 𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛]
𝑇
 is an exogenous disturbance 

vector (engine input to ORC system). 

 

IV. NONLINEAR MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL 
In this section, the nonlinear model predictive control is 

formulated to regulate the mixed evaporator outlet working fluid 

temperature to a desired set point value. For the ORC system 

under consideration, the primary control input for temperature 

regulation is the working fluid mass flow through the pump. To 

split the mass flow through the parallel evaporators, two 

distribution valves are used as an intermediate actuation. The 

configuration of these control inputs including the measurable 

exogenous disturbance from engine is shown in Fig.3.   

 

Figure 3. Control input configration for ORC system with paralel evaporators  

In the following NMPC formulation, both of the mass flows 

(�̇�𝑇𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑑  �̇�𝐸𝐺𝑅) are considered control inputs and a nonlinear 

map between valve openings (𝛼1𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛼2) and mass flow is 

assumed. Similarly, pump speed can be correlated to total 

working fluid mass flow through the pump (�̇�𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 = �̇�𝑓,𝑇𝑃 +

 �̇�𝑓,𝐸𝐺𝑅). Two additional assumptions are made: 1) the 
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evaporating pressure can be controlled by a PID to a desired 

value in faster time response than the working fluid temperature; 

and 2) the condenser outlet temperature can be maintained to the 

desired value by adjusting coolant mass flow via an external 

control, such as PID.   

The NMPC problem is formulated as solving a finite horizon 

open-loop optimal control problem subjected to system 

dynamics and input and state constraints on-line in repeated 

manner. The NMPC formulation for ORC system is given in the 

form: 
 

𝑚𝑖𝑛  𝐽(𝑥(𝑡𝑖),
𝑢(∙)

�̅�(. )) 

𝑠. 𝑡: {

�̇̅�(𝜏) = 𝑓(�̅�(𝜏), 𝑧̅(𝜏), 𝑢(𝜏), 𝑤(𝜏)),   �̅�(𝑡𝑖) = 𝑥(𝑡𝑖) 

0 = 𝑔(�̅�(𝜏), 𝑧̅(𝜏), 𝑤(𝜏)),   𝜏𝜖[𝑡𝑖, 𝑡𝑖 + 𝑇𝑝]              

�̅�(𝜏) = ℎ(�̅�(𝜏), 𝑧(̅𝜏), �̅�(𝜏), 𝑤(𝜏))

 

𝑥𝑙𝑏 ≤ �̅�(𝜏) ≤ 𝑥𝑢𝑏

𝑦𝑙𝑏 ≤ �̅�(𝜏) ≤ 𝑦𝑢𝑏

𝑢𝑙𝑏 ≤ �̅�(𝜏) ≤ 𝑢𝑢𝑏

𝛿𝑢𝑙𝑏 ≤ �̇̅�(𝜏) ≤ 𝛿𝑢𝑢𝑏

�̅� = [�̇�𝑓,𝑇𝑃, �̇�𝑓,𝐸𝐺𝑅]
𝑇

 

 

 

 

 

 

(7) 

 

where 𝐽 is the cost function for optimization; 𝑇𝑝 is prediction 

horizon; the superscripts 𝑙𝑏 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑏 indicate the lower and upper 

bounds of the constrained variables, respectively; the bar (∙)̅ 
denotes predicted variables based on the control model using 

state feedback 𝑥(𝑡𝑖) and predicted input �̅�. Note that the control 

horizon is made equivalent to the prediction horizon. 

The NMPC cost function is defined in a way which addresses 

the parallel evaporator temperature control challenge. Three 

variant cost functions are considered to study the relative 

performance of different NMPC strategies for smooth control of 

the mixed evaporator outlet working fluid temperature. The first 

natural assumption is regulating the mixed temperature by 

directly defining the hard constraints for safety considerations. 

We call this control strategy direct control.  The second option 

considers regulating each of the individual evaporator outlet 

temperatures to the desired value independently which assumes 

the regulation of their mixed temperature indirectly. This is 

called indirect control. The third option controls the mixed 

working fluid vapor temperature directly and the temperature 

difference between the two evaporators. This is called direct plus 

delta-T control. These three control strategies and their 

corresponding cost function representations are summarized 

below: 

 

1) Direct control: 

𝐽 = ∫ {
(𝑇𝑑−𝑇𝑓,𝑚𝑖𝑥)

2

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 } 𝑑𝜏

𝑡𝑖+𝑇𝑝

𝑡𝑖
  

 

(8a) 

2) Indirect control: 

𝐽 = ∫ {(𝐼 − 𝑄)
(𝑇𝑑−𝑇𝑓,𝑇𝑃)

2

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 + 𝑄

(𝑇𝑑−𝑇𝑓,𝐸𝐺𝑅)
2

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 } 𝑑𝜏

𝑡𝑖+𝑇𝑝

𝑡𝑖
  

 

(8b) 

3) Direct plus delta-T control: 

𝐽 = ∫ {(𝐼 − 𝑄)
(𝑇𝑑−𝑇𝑓,𝑚𝑖𝑥)

2

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 + 𝑄

(𝑇𝑓,𝑇𝑃−𝑇𝑓,𝐸𝐺𝑅)
2

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 } 𝑑𝜏

𝑡𝑖+𝑇𝑝

𝑡𝑖
  

(8c) 

where 𝑇𝑓,𝑚𝑖𝑥 is mixed evaporator outlet temperature; 𝑇𝑑 is 

desired temperature reference for control; 𝑄 is positive definite  

weighting matrix. The mixed temperature is calculated using 

thermodynamic table at a given evaporator pressure and mixed 

enthalpy(𝑝, ℎ𝑓,𝑚𝑖𝑥). The mixed enthalpy is calculated from 

energy balance equation given in the form: 

 

�̇�𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝ℎ𝑓,𝑚𝑖𝑥 = �̇�𝑓,𝑇𝑃ℎ𝑓,𝑇𝑃 + �̇�𝑓,𝐸𝐺𝑅ℎ𝑓,𝐸𝐺𝑅  (9) 

 

The constraints in (7) include physical actuation limitations 

and safe operation of the ORC system. The actuator limitations 

are defined by upper and lower bounds on input values (𝑢𝑙𝑏 , 𝑢𝑢𝑏) 

as well as on the rates of input change (𝛿�̇�𝑙𝑏 , 𝛿�̇�𝑢𝑏). For safe 

operation, the maximum possible temperature is limited to avoid 

dissociation and degradation of the working fluid, which is 

ethanol in this study. The minimum vapor quality at the turbine 

inlet is set to be greater than one to avoid ethanol condensation 

in the turbine expander. These safety conditions are treated as 

output constraints (𝑦𝑙𝑏 , 𝑦𝑢𝑏). Considering these constraints and 

the above cost function, the NMPC algorithm solves for an open-

loop optimal control input �̅�(∙) in a repeated manner, updating 

the initial state conditions based on feedback information. Here, 

we assume the availability of full state feedback from state 

estimation using evaporator outlet temperature measurements.  

To reduce the computational burden of the nonlinear 

optimization problem, a direct method of sequential quadratic 

programming (SQP) techniques is chosen, which considers only 

the control inputs as optimization variables while solving ODEs 

for state trajectories as a function of input using numerical 

integration [21]. To further reduce the number of optimization 

variables, the control input is parametrized by a piecewise 

continuous quadratic function and the optimization is carried out 

in the parameter space. For forward prediction of state 

trajectories, an implicit numerical integration method called the 

Rosenbrock-Wanner (ROW) method was used. The ROW 

method compromises between the disadvantages of both explicit 

and implicit Runge-Kutta methods, making it suitable for a stiff-

ODE system. The ORC system happens to be a stiff-ODE due to 

the very small mass of working fluid in the vapor regions. For 

ORC system dynamics in (7), 2-stage ROW method is 

summarized as follows:  

 

𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑛 + 𝑑𝑡 ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑘𝑖

2

𝑖=1

 

𝑊𝑛𝑘𝑖 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝑛 + 𝑑𝑡 ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑗

𝑖−1

𝑖=1

) + 𝑑𝑡𝐽𝑛 ∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑗

𝑖−1

𝑖=1

,  𝑖

= 1,2 

𝑊𝑛 = 𝐼 − 𝑑𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑖𝐽𝑛,   𝐽𝑛 =
𝜕𝑓(𝑥𝑛)

𝜕𝑥
 

 

 

 

 

(10) 
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The coefficients for 2nd-stage ROW method are: 𝑎21 =
2

3
, 𝑑11 =

1 +
1

√2
, 𝑑21 = −

4

3
, 𝑏1 =

1

4
 & 𝑏2 = 3/4. For detail derivation of 

the ROM method, one can refer [22]. With the ROW integration 

method, a larger time step can be used for forward prediction, 

and the NMPC computation burden is reduced. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
In this section, simulation results are presented to 

demonstrate the NMPC controller performance. The simulated 

plant model is the coupled PDE form of (1), where 30 cell-based 

discretization is used to convert the PDEs to system of ODEs via 

finite volume discretization techniques. The reduced order 

moving boundary model summarized in (2-5) is then utilized for 

the NMPC optimization. Two engine operating points of varying 

load are considered in the simulations to demonstrate the NMPC 

performance. The selected engine operating points are 

summarized in Table 1. 

The simulation results are presented in three parts. First, the 

performance of the three aforementioned control strategies is 

compared in (Figs.4-5) while applying the NMPC to the same 

control model. Second, the NMPC performance over the 

experimentally validated plant model (Finite Volume Method) 

considering a step change in mixed vapor temperature set point 

is presented. The third part of the simulation results (Figs.7-8) 

compares the performance of NMPC and PID control for the two 

engine operating points. Note that, for all simulation cases, the 

ORC system is initialized in warm conditions, namely, all three 

phases of working fluid are present in the moving boundary 

model.    

 
Table 1: Selected engine operating points for simulation 

Case Evap. 
Speed 

(rpm) 

Torque 

(Nm) 

EGR 
rate (%) 

�̇�𝑔 

(kg/s) 

𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 

(K) 

1 
TP 

1575 1540 12 
0.337 686 

EGR 0.044 807 

2 
TP 

1300 700 12 
0.156 625 

EGR 0.023 654 

  

Figure 4 shows the mixed working fluid vapor temperature 

control achieved by all three control strategies. In all cases, the 

mixed temperature tracks the set point value smoothly. However, 

undesirable response is observed for the EGR evaporator outlet 

temperature when using the direct control strategy (Fig. 4a). This 

errant behavior could potentially exceed the vapor temperature 

boundaries established for system safety in either evaporators 

although the control maintains the desired mixed temperature.  

The other two control cases, Direct+Delta-T control and Indirect 

Control, exhibit very smooth control response for both the TP 

and EGR evaporator exit temperatures as a result of the extra 

penalty term included in the NMPC formulation, establishing a 

coordinated control effort.  

 
Figure 4: Temperature control response by different NMPC control strategies 

for the Case 1 engine operating condition: a) direct plus delta-T control, b) 

indirect control, and c) direct control  

 
Figure 5: Control input of working fluid mass flow for all three control 

strategies for the Case 1 engine operating condition: a) mass flow through TP, 
and b) mass flow through EGR 

The effect of the penalty term for coordinated control is 

obvious from the control input plot in Fig. 5. For direct control 

case, which includes no cost for coordinated control, the working 

fluid mass flow through the TP evaporator experiences multiple 

oscillations while the flow through the EGR evaporator stays 

constant for a prolonged duration. In other two control strategies, 

which include the additional cost term, the split of working fluid 
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mass flow through the TP and EGR evaporators is proportional 

and smooth. For the simulation of engine operating condition 

‘Case 1’, a comparative control response is achieved by ‘indirect 

control’ and ‘direct plus delta-T’ control. However, the indirect 

control strategy may fail in cases where insufficient hot gas 

passes through one of the evaporators because the indirect 

control forces the control of the evaporator exit temperatures 

independent of the mixed vapor temperature set point. Therefore, 

‘direct plus delta-T’ control is utilized for the following sections.   

Figure 6 examines the direct plus delta-T control during a 

stepped set point temperature demand. The corresponding 

control input is achieved by a reduced order model based NMPC 

applied over the full physics based plant model. The aggressive 

mixed vapor temperature set-point changes are controlled by the 

NMPC in a very short control response time of about 10 seconds. 

As a result of the additional NMPC cost function penalty term, a 

coordinated actuation effort is observed in both evaporator mass 

flow rates in proportion to exhaust energy input to the respective 

evaporators. 

 
Figure 6: Stepped temperature control response and corresponding control input 

determined by the NMPC for the Case 1 engine operating condition  

In figures 7 and 8, the performance of NMPC and PID 

controllers are compared for a stepped mixed vapor temperature 

set point command. For Case 1 engine conditions (Fig.7), the 

NMPC tracks the desired temperature step change smoothly with 

a time response of about 10seconds while PID continues to 

oscillate around set point temperature. For Case 2 engine 

conditions (Fig.8), the NMPC achieved smooth control response 

with a time response of about 20 seconds while the PID took over 

60 seconds for convergence and experienced a very large 

overshoot in the EGR evaporator temperature, which could 

potentially violate the vapor temperature boundary constraints. 

Note that the PID control gains are tuned for the same control 

strategies as the NMPC (direct control plus delta-T control).  

 
Figure 7: Stepped temperature control response by NMPC 

and PID control for the Case 1 engine operating conditions  

 

 
Figure 8: Stepped temperature control response by NMPC and PID control for 

the Case 2 engine operating conditions  

The simulation studies discussed in this section 

demonstrated a superior performance of NMPC over a classical 

PID control. However, the real time implementation of NMPC 

depends on the efficiency of the solver used for the optimization. 

The optimization algorithm of the solver used in this study is 

implemented in Matlab and doesn’t precisely meet the time 

constraint for online implementation. The efficiency of the 

solver could be improved if it is implemented in an efficient 
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program language environment such as C and C++. An efficient 

C++ code can also auto-generated using available commercial 

software such as ACADO[23]. In this study, we like to limit the 

discussion to theoretical merit of NMPC while continue to 

research on the real-time implementation challenge in the future 

studies.  

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a NMPC scheme is proposed for mixed vapor 

temperature control of a parallel evaporator ORC system for 

heavy duty engine waste heat recovery. The NMPC is designed 

based on a reduced order control-oriented moving boundary heat 

exchanger model. For a smooth control response of the ORC 

system utilizing parallel evaporators, a penalty cost function 

term on temperature difference is added in the NMPC 

formulation, accounting for the coordinated actuation of both 

evaporator mass flow rates from single input source of total 

working fluid mass flow. To address the numerical challenges 

related to ORC system dynamic stiffness, an implicit numerical 

integration method was adopted that can use a larger time step 

for forward prediction, reducing the NMPC computation burden.  

Benefits of the proposed NMPC were demonstrated through 

simulations studies that consider an aggressive step change of set 

point temperature while applying the control input over an 

experimentally validated, high fidelity, physics-based ORC plant 

model. Three control strategies were compared and the 

coordinated control ‘direct control plus delta-T’ proved the best 

response of mixed vapor temperature while minimizing the 

possibility for either individual evaporator exit temperature to 

violate operational boundaries.  

The NMPC was also compared with PID control tuned for 

the same ‘direct plus delta-T’ control strategy at two sets of 

engine operating conditions. The NMPC exhibited enhanced 

performance in-terms of minimum control response time, 

minimum overshoot, and precise regulation of mixed evaporator 

temperature.  

Future work includes NMPC performance evaluation under 

varying engine conditions and real-time implementation of the 

NMPC algorithm on an embedded platform. 
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